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Subject and Verb Agreement 
The following indefinite pronouns are singular:  anybody, anyone, anything, each, either, 
everybody, everyone, everything, neither, nobody, no one, nothing, one, somebody, 
someone, and something. 
The following indefinite pronouns are plural: both, few, many, several. 
The indefinite pronouns all, any, more, most, none, and some may be either singular or 
plural depending on their meaning in a sentence. 
 
Examples:  Neither of my friends wants to go. (singular) 
                    Both of my friends want to go. (plural) 
                    None of my friends are going.  (plural) 
                    None of the money was wasted.  (singular) 
 
Directions:  Circle or highlight the indefinite pronoun in each sentence.  
           Underline the correct verb in parentheses. 
 
1.  Anyone wanting to enter the contest (need, needs) to complete the form. 

2.  Many of the girls (is, are) going to enter the contest. 

3.  Some of the girls (seem, seems) to be worried about the talent portion. 

4.  Most of them (think, thinks) they are more beautiful than talented. 

5.  Few (know, knows) that they are talented as well as beautiful. 

7.  Of course, everybody (want, wants) to win. 

8.  All (need, needs) to decide whether they are going to sing or dance. 

9.  Any of the girls (is, are) are beautiful enough to win. 

10. Many of the points needed to win (is, are) given for the talent portion. 

11.  Both of my friends (is, are) practicing tonight. 

12.  Everybody (was, were) shocked that the contestant chose that song. 

13.  Nobody (approve, approves) of the choice that the judges made. 

14.  Most of the people (think, thinks) Sally should have won the contest. 

15.  Few (agree, agrees) with the choice that was made by the judges. 
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